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Winners are not born. They learned how. The trick would be to consider the goals you really
want, and make THEM easy."Winners don't have more stamina or built-in genius, they have just
learned how to think in ways that have them the results they want," says motivational
professional Rabbi Stephen Baars.The majority of us think that motivation creates achievement,
however in this publication you'll learn that it is the other way around: It's understanding that
you are likely to succeed that creates motivation. They don't have higher IQs. You can learn how,
too. They simply have better tips.Winners don't have more stamina. Winners have discovered
how to make demanding goals easy, but easy doesn't mean lower. They just have great
strategy.This book changes your thinking, simply by reading it.
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. Presented in a very clear, concise manner.!! This is a brilliant great book!!! For anybody trying to
start out a business or even looking for increased success in life (which everyone should be),
this publication is a wonderful addiction! The huge insights can help upgrade the considering
procedure for everyone who wants to be successful and reach essential goals. Those areas
where I excel, it generally does not feel like function. I've divided my books into over 130
categories, the most important being: THE BEST BOOKS. "Win" is now in that list alongside books
by Dale Carnegie, Napoleon Hill, Tony Robbins, and Richard Bandler. This book trained me how I
can find success ** in virtually any area and every area of life that counts to me. To summarize:
Make your essential goals exciting and easy and you may accomplish wonderful things. I am
buying this for all my friends.S. You will have a hard period NOT implementing his
recommendations. He did talk about Babe Ruth who was simply born in Baltimore, but played for
the Yankees. But he didn't talk about Michael from Baltimore. Michael practiced swimming five
hours a time for five years. For most people that isn't only not pleasant and easy, but
impossible.. Great Title for Great Book This is a great book by our friend Rabbi Baars. Enjoy fixing
today’s mess! Are you set for a breakthrough? Read this book. The writing style is engaging and
funny, the guidance for winning is brilliant and inspired. As I read the book, I considered my life
and the areas where I fail to produce outcomes and the areas that I do.well crafted and
enjoyable. I own a 32 GB Kindle and have over 6,000 books on it. It's a pleasure and concern. The
areas where I struggle generally feel impossible. This publication is usually that worthwhile and
beneficial. I am reading it again and again because each time I browse it- you will have a new
opportunity to utilize it for my next breakthrough.Book. My just complaint: Steve who's from
London and today lives in the U. Don't just browse it, re-read it! Over the years I have found very
little value in motivational and inspirational books in general, but wow, this one is different. So
different I've actually given it as something special to friends colleagues and -- gasp! -- my
20-something daughters. The information Rabbi Baars provides is so clear therefore direct and
so straightforward. didn't mention someone from Baltimore (where I was created and grew up)..
WIN completely changed -- for the MUCH better -- how I feel about the day each day. This book
can be an easy read and you will advantage most from it by reading it through 3 x. You'll find
that you are different every time and then the book speaks to you differently every time.. Rabbi
Baars shares with us a long time of experience making mistakes, overcoming challenges and
helping hundreds of people reach their goals in existence, business, family and
anything.However the best part of all is how he structured the reserve. This is essential read!
Almost such as a Do It Yourself project! There is deep wisdom included herein. And if that means
happiness for you, I recommend you go through it. He has used on a very amorphous object and
transform it into a unique function of human brain engineering with a step-by-step guide to see
a life-changing event. This book is phenomenal at putting the reader in the right mindset for
success. As a therapist and life coach, I help people to work through any problems stopping
them from accomplishing their goals and dreams.. I’ve with all this book to several customers of
mine and all have loved this publication and found it highly inspirational! I intend to provide a
copy to a number of people I care about. Deep wisdom This is not one of those run-of-the-mill
self-help books.This book is a true experience on how every one of us can reach our highest
potential. I feel like parts of it were created specifically for me, and have already helped me. I
intend to read again, and also have purchased copies for my children. Wisdom Lots of wisdom in
this book Best. Needless to say, a shark can swim faster than Micheal but various other humans
can't. Helpful for insight and inspiration. The book is inspirational, authentic and valuable for
anybody seeking emotional growth. It was for Michael who offers even more Olympic Gold

Medals than other people. This publication puts the reader into the greatest minded for success,
letting go of complications of days gone by and being worked up about all that is to come in the
future..A SUPER GREAT BOOK. This book aptly clarifies both. You will not regret it. I immediately
have been placing into practice what I learned and the world is currently my gameboard.Ever
This book has the ability to change everybody's life for the better. It an easy task to forgive this
oversight when you think about all of the priceless gems in this book. If you can wake up
thinking today’s mess will likely be fun to solve it is possible to learn to enjoy existence. That
was the very best piece of wisdom I got out of this book, among many others. A great read. If I
had read this 30 years back. True practical research for a step-by-step guide to reach your
highest potential Hardly any books have the level of practical research that book has behind.. I
love the stories of how exactly we can study from the mindsets and believed processes of
successful people.? Couldn't place it down. ESSENTIAL READ! What a great guide alive. And the
30 years back statement.. Wow. Never too late! Easy read. Useful information This book is one
that I'll read again. Quite though provoking and simple to understand.
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